CAP/CLIA Terminology Key:
Medical Directors = CC, TS/TC, GS
Section Directors = CC, TS/TC (Blood Bank, Bone Marrow Transplant, Cytogenetics and Molecular Diagnostics only)
Sr Supervisors = TS/TC (excluding Blood Bank, Bone Marrow Transplant, Cytogenetics and Molecular Diagnostics ), GS
Supervisors = GS

TS = Technical Supervisor
TC = Technical Consultant
GS = General Supervisor
CC = Clinical Consultant
UCSF Clinical Labs at Mt Zion

Medical Director, Anne Deucher

Chemistry Section Director, Deborah French

Hematology Section Director, Scott Kogan

Site Manager, Wilford Wells

Sr Supervisor, Elmer Seisa

Supervisor, Lee Besana
UCSF Transfusion Medicine Service

Sr. Medical Director, UCSF Clinical Labs, Ed Thornborrow, MD, PhD

Medical Director, UCSF Clinical Labs Mission Bay, Kristie White, MD
Medical Director, UCSF Clinical Labs Parnassus, Parul Bhargava, MD
Medical Director, UCSF Clinical Labs Mt Zion, Anne Deucher, MD, PhD

Section Director, Blood Bank, Ashok Nambiar, MD

Assistant Section Director, Blood Bank, Morvarid Moayeri, MD, PhD
Assistant Section Director, Blood Bank, Sara Bakhtary, MD
Assistant Section Director, Blood Bank, Elena Nedelcu, MD

Administrative Director, UCSF Clinical Labs, Joanne Wong

Parnassus Manager, Joanne Wong

Mission Bay Manager, Josh Nguyen

Mt. Zion Manager, Wilford Wells

Senior Supervisor, Parnassus Blood Bank, Leslie Buchanan
Senior Supervisor, Mission Bay Blood Bank, Elizabet Lomeli
Senior Supervisor, Mt Zion Blood Bank, Leslie Buchanan

Supervisor, Parnassus Blood Bank, Joseph Akin
Supervisor, Mission Bay Blood Bank, Florence Panganiban
Supervisor, Mission Bay Blood Bank, Stacy Gikas

Supervisor, Parnassus Blood Bank, Gary Klingsberg
HLT Supervisor, Parnassus Blood Bank, Russell Thorsen
UCSF Clinical Labs Quality Assurance and Regulatory Compliance

QA Manager, Terrina Yamamoto

- Administrative Assistant, TBD
- Parnassus Sr QA Specialist, Ingrid Yan
- Mission Bay Sr QA Specialist, Aurora Hernandez
- China Basin Sr QA Specialist, Kim Lee
- China Basin QA Specialist, Melisa Chandradijaya
- Mt Zion QA Specialist, Ya Cui
- Blood Bank QA Supervisor, James Manou
- Blood Bank QA Specialist, Amy Decourten
UCSF Clinical Labs Administration

Administrative Director, Joanne Wong

Administrative Analyst, Puji Lesteri
Info System Analyst, Joanne Foster
China Basin Site Manager, Irene Lee

LIS Supervisor, James Reese
Administrative Analyst, Adriana Silva
Sr Educational Coordinator, Joseph Musallam
Revenue/Billing Analyst, Blesilda Kozlowski

Sr. Medical Director, Ed Thornborrow
China Basin Medical Director, Bill Karlon

Parnassus Medical Director, Parul Bhargava
Mt Zion/POCT Medical Director, Anne Deucher
Mission Bay Medical Director, Kristie White
UCSF Point of Care Testing

UCSF POCT
Medical Director,
Anne Deucher

Manager,
Wilford Wells

POCT Sr
Supervisor, TBD

POCT Supervisor,
Kristine Medina